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1.1

Executive Summary
Part 1 of this Climate Change & Forestry Handbook discusses why and how the climate
is changing, including the temperature and precipitation changes observed so far,
what to expect in the future, and the areas of greatest uncertainty. Shifts in the climate
are already driving change in forest ecosystems throughout the globe (which is discussed in Part 2) and affecting operational conditions for active forest management.
This handbook takes a global view of the subject, but places the greatest emphasis
on aspects of climate change that are relevant for forests and forestry operations in
North America.

What you need to know
Earth’s climate is controlled by a variety of external and internal factors and the
primary driver of current warming is increasing levels of CO2 in the atmosphere:
»» External forces (e.g., the activity of the sun) can kick off changes in the Earth’s
climate and feedbacks amplify or dampen the amount of warming or cooling that
results.
• Forests are an important feedback. They affect the climate system by sequestering carbon through photosynthesis, moving water into the atmosphere
through transpiration, and changing the reflectivity of the surface.
»» The heat-trapping properties of CO2 are understood through physics. Studies of
past climate show that it has been an important driver of climatic change throughout Earth’s history.
• Additional warming will happen as long as CO2 levels in the atmosphere are
increasing.
Climate change is underway with a significant increase in global average temperature, changing precipitation patterns, and more frequent extreme events:
»» Many changes indicate the world is warming, e.g. reductions in snow cover, sea ice,
and mountain glaciers; increases in surface temperatures; and ocean heat content.
»» Global average temperature has risen ~1.8°F since the 1880’s. For reference, in
terms of the amount of temperature change, that is equivalent to roughly one quarter the magnitude of an ice age.
»» The rate of warming varies by region. We see more warming over land than oceans
and greater warming closer to the poles.
»» As the climate warms, the probability of extreme heat is increasing and the hydrologic cycle is intensifying, leading to more frequent and intense drought and heavier
precipitation.

1.2
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Model projections indicate continued warming and additional impacts on the
hydrologic cycle:
»» Future global carbon emissions are uncertain, so scientists use a number of scenarios to simulate different trajectories, representing a range of possible futures.
»» Projections indicate we will experience warmer average temperatures, more heat
extremes, changing precipitation patterns, longer growing seasons, and shorter
winters.
»» The rate and extent of climate change will depend on the rate and extent of change
in atmospheric CO2 levels.
The big picture aspects of climate change are understood. The greatest uncertainties are in the details of exactly where, how much, and how quickly things will
change.
»» The biggest uncertainties are related to estimating future emissions, the magnitude of various feedbacks in the climate system, when we might cross irreversible
tipping points, future precipitation, and how conditions will change at smaller (subregional) scales.

Shifts in the climate are already
driving change in forest ecosystems
throughout the globe (which is
discussed in Part 2) and affecting
operational conditions for active
forest management.
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What Controls the Climate
Earth’s climate is always fluctuating to some degree, which is clear when we look at
global temperature over thousands of years (Figure 1).

Figure 1: (A) Global average temperature over the last 1,000 years. Based on data from Mann et al. 2008.1
Shaded areas indicate uncertainty. (B) Global average temperature over the last 800,000 years. Large
peaks are the warm interglacial periods and valleys are the depths of ice ages. Based on data from Synder et al. 20162

Some fluctuations are (1) internal variability caused by interactions within the climate
system (e.g. the well-known ocean and atmosphere phenomenon of El Niño) and
some changes are (2) externally ‘forced’ variability caused by shifts in the Earth’s
orbit, solar cycles, or volcanic eruptions. Over the past several hundred years, human
carbon emissions have become the largest forcing on the climate.3
»» Forcing – external;
“pushes” the climate
system toward a
warmer or cooler state
»» Feedback – internal;
can amplify or reduce
the effect of a forcing
»» Albedo – reflectivity of
a surface

1.4

The climate system is complex and the amount of warming or cooling from a particular forcing depends on the size of the forcing and the feedbacks involved. These
feedbacks can amplify or dampen the effect of a forcing. Some are “fast” (occurring
over several years), while others are “slow” (occurring over decades to millennia)4 and
many of these feedbacks interact with each other.
Examples of “fast” feedbacks include:
»» Snow/ice albedo (amplifying): Warmer temperatures melt bright snow/ice cover,
revealing darker land and ocean surfaces that absorb more solar radiation, which
increases local warming that leads to more snow/ice melt, and so on (Figure 2).
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For more information on
this topic, see the following
Climate Smart Land
Network bulletins:
»» Global Temperature
Part I: Observed Trends
»» Global Temperature
Part II: Future
Projections
»» El Niño Update
»» Certainty and
Uncertainty in Climate
Change and Forest
Response Part I: The
Climate System

Figure 2: Example diagram showing the snow/ice albedo feedback. This amplifying feedback intensifies
the initial forcing, leading to accelerated warming (depicted here) or cooling, depending on the initial
direction of temperature change.

»» Water vapor (amplifying): A warmer atmosphere can hold more water vapor, which
traps more heat and allows the atmosphere to become even more saturated, which
warms things further, and so on.
»» Clouds (amplifying or dampening): Feedbacks from clouds are complex and they
are one of the biggest areas of uncertainty. Whether clouds have a warming or
cooling effect depends on cloud formation, persistence, and altitude.5
An example of a “slow” feedback would be:
»» Forests (amplifying or dampening): Forests affect the amount of energy absorbed
and reflected from the surface (dark forest canopy has lower albedo), the hydrologic cycle (through evapotranspiration), and the carbon cycle (through photosynthesis and carbon sequestration). Through these processes, forests can either amplify
or dampen a warming trend, and the magnitude of these effects varies depending
on forest type (Table 1).6
Carbon Storage

Evaporative Cooling

Albedo Decrease

(dampening feedback)

(dampening feedback)

(amplifying feedback)

Tropical

Strong

Strong

Moderate

Temperate

Strong

Moderate

Moderate

Boreal

Moderate

Weak

Strong

Forest Type

Table 1. Relative magnitude of feedbacks associated with different forest types. Source: Bonan 20086
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BALANCING THE BUDGET
Ultimately, climate change is about Earth’s
energy budget. As long as there is more
energy coming in than going out, things
must get warmer (and vice versa). There
are many ways to change the temperature
in a particular region, but only three ways
to change the average temperature of the
entire planet:
1. Change the amount of energy coming
in (e.g. solar activity)
2. Change the amount of energy
reflected back out to space (e.g.
albedo/reflectivity)
3. Change the amount of energy trapped by the atmosphere (e.g. strength of the
greenhouse effect)
The recently observed temperature increase cannot be explained by changes in solar
activity or the Earth’s orbit (#1) and most recent albedo changes (e.g. from deforestation or aerosol pollution) actually tend to have a cooling effect (#2). The climate is
warming today because increased carbon emissions (particularly CO2) from human
activity are strengthening the greenhouse effect7 (#3), keeping more energy in the
system. The relationship between atmospheric CO2 concentrations and temperature
is well understood and has been a driver of global temperature change for millennia8
(Figure 3).

IT’S OLD SCIENCE
The fundamental physics
and core underlying
phenomena of global
climate change have been
known for over a century,
beginning with Joseph
Fourier’s discovery of the
greenhouse effect in 1824,
John Tyndall’s discovery
that CO2 is a greenhouse
gas in 1859, and Svante
Arrhenius’s initial
estimates of how much
the earth would warm from
human emissions of CO2 in
1896.8

1.6

Figure 3: Average global surface temperature and atmospheric carbon dioxide levels over the last
800,000 years. Temperature based on data from Synder et al. 20162; Carbon dioxide based on data from
Lüthi et al. 2008.9
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Weather VS. Climate
The difference between weather and climate is timescale. Weather
is what you experience over hours and days to weeks and months.
Climate is the statistics of weather over decades and longer.
More specifically, the climate is the statistical distribution of any
given weather variable (clouds, rainfall, temperature, wind speed, etc.).
Generally, this distribution resembles a bell curve, with extremes on
either end. For instance, the average January temperature in New
York City is 35°F, but it has been as warm as 70°F and as cold as -4°F.
Climate change is, by definition, a shift in this distribution.

HOW SENSITIVE IS THE CLIMATE?
Given all the factors involved, the question is: how much will the climate change from
a given “push” (or forcing) on the system? This is the question of climate sensitivity,
which is central to estimating how much things will warm. If the climate is very sensitive, a small forcing will result in big changes and we might be more cautious about
how much we “push” the system.
The best current estimates suggest that doubling atmospheric CO2 concentrations
(to about 550 ppm) will ultimately result in 2.7 to 8.1°F of global average warming.10
Based on current trends, it is likely we will reach those concentrations by the middle
of this century. Forty years of research from independent lines of evidence, including
computer models and the study of past climate change, give us confidence that the
answer is within this range.
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Figure 4: Indicators of a Warming World. Adapted from Warming Indicators by Skeptical Science.
Available at www.skepticalscience.com/graphics.php?g=8. CC BY 3.0.

Changing Climate
Overview
EVIDENCE OF A WARMING PLANET
There are many cues that the climate is warming, including temperature records,
retreating glaciers, lower arctic sea ice11, species shifts12, and more (Figure 4).
For more information on
this topic, see the following
Climate Smart Land
Network bulletins:

The modern temperature record goes back to 1880 and is based on direct measurements of land and ocean surface temperature from thermometers (Figure 5).

»» Global Temperature
Part I: Observed Trends
»» Climate Change and
Extreme Weather Part I:
Trends & Projections

Figure 5 Global temperature change from 1880 to 2016 based on modern thermometer records, relative
to late 19th century average. Based on data from NASA GISTEMP.13, 14
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Since 1880, the average global temperature has risen around 1.8°F (1°C).15 While that
might not seem like much of a change, it is worth remembering that the difference
between the world today and the depths of an ice age is on the order of 7.2°F (4°C).16
When we talk about global average temperature, relatively small changes can actually mean a big difference in the state of the world. Beyond the late 1800’s, we rely on
proxy temperature records from sources such as tree rings, lake and ocean sediments,
ice cores, and others.

THE FINGERPRINT OF CLIMATE CHANGE
There has been greater warming at high latitudes and greater warming over land than
oceans (as you can see in Figure 6).

Figure 6: 1950–2014 Temperature Trend relative to 1951-1980 base period. Source: NASA/GSFC/
Earth Observatory, NASA/GISS. Available at https://eoimages.gsfc.nasa.gov/images/imagerecords/85000/85083/trend_gis_2014_lrg.tif

Most of this regional variation can be explained by three factors:
1. Polar Amplification – Warming temperatures lead to the loss of bright snow
and ice cover, which exposes darker surfaces (e.g. ocean water) that absorb
more solar radiation and create a feedback that accelerates warming at high
latitudes.17
2. Ocean Heat Capacity – Oceans have a greater heat capacity than land, which
means they warm much more slowly and absorb more energy per unit of temperature increase.18
3. 	Internal Climate Variability – There are a number of large-scale ocean
atmosphere circulation patterns that drive our regional weather and redistribute
heat within the climate system, e.g. North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), Pacific
Decadal Oscillation (PDO), El Niño—Southern Oscillation (ENSO), etc.19
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SHIFTING EXTREMES
As the climate changes, we will not only experience a gradual change in average conditions, but also an increase in the frequency and intensity of some types of extreme
weather and climate events.20 This change is loading the dice, so we are more likely
to roll certain extremes, such as heat waves, heavy precipitation, or severe drought. In
fact, the risk of extreme heat and heavy precipitation events goes up exponentially
as average temperatures increase.21
Climate change shifts the statistics of our weather and, as average conditions change,
so do the conditions that are considered ‘extreme.’ Take the example of a temperature distribution—as the climate warms, the curve will shift toward the right, leading
to more warm extremes, new record heat events, and formerly ‘extreme’ conditions
becoming more normal (Figure 7).20

Figure 7: A shift in the mean (i.e. average) of a temperature distribution and its effect on extreme
values. As average temperatures increase, we will see more heat extremes and fewer cold extremes.
Source: IPCC SREX, Figure SPM.320

Variability may also change (the width of the bell curve) due to dynamics linked to climate change (Figure 8), e.g. loss of arctic sea ice. The curve may become wider (more
variability) or narrower (less variability), depending on the region.20

Figure 8: An increase in the variability of a temperature distribution and its effect on extreme values.
Even if the mean remains the same, a shift in climate that increases temperature variability will lead to
increases in both cold and heat extremes. Source: IPCC SREX, Figure SPM.320
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Observed Change

2016

warmest year
on record,
globally22

contrast
between wet
and dry areas23

2X

rate of warming
in the Arctic,
compared to global
average28

10X increase
number of
unusually cold
days and nights,
globally11

number of
unusually hot
days and nights,
globally11

~2°F
increase in average global
temperature (same for U.S.)15, 23*

frequency
of heavy
downpours in
many regions,
including North
America24

flood magnitude
in Midwest &
New England23

10 day increase

in average frost-free season in the U.S.23*

3x

13%

acceleration of sea
level rise over the
last 100 years26

per decade decline
in arctic sea ice
minimum extent27

in global surface
area experiencing
extremely hot
summers24

flood magnitude
in Southwest
U.S.23

5%
increase
in average
annual precipitation
in U.S.23*

5-71% increase

in heavy precipitation in U.S. since mid-20th
century, depending on region
(greatest in the Northeast)23

112 miles

northward shift in where hurricanes
reach maximum strength over
past 30 years25

* since late 19th/early 20th century
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Climate Modeling Explained
You might ask, how can we predict future climate, if we can’t predict the weather next
month? The answer is that climate is all about statistics and averages (unlike weather,
which is relatively chaotic). As an example, it is much simpler to predict the end-ofseason batting average for a baseball player than to predict whether or not he will get
a hit the next time he is at bat.
From economic forecasting to predicting solar eclipses, we are familiar with the use of
computer models to describe economic, social, biological, and physical systems—we
use them in all realms of science. Models help us improve our understanding of the
mechanics of a system and allow for prediction of the future under different conditions. While they necessarily involve simplifications of complex systems, they do have
utility—hence the familiar adage “all models are wrong, but some are useful.”

WHAT GOES INTO A CLIMATE MODEL?
Today’s comprehensive global climate models (GCMs) have many coupled components, including atmosphere, land surface, ocean and sea ice, aerosols, the carbon
cycle, dynamic vegetation, atmospheric chemistry, and land ice. Their ‘performance’
is tested by evaluating how well they can reproduce the actual temperature variations
we have observed in the past, which helps validate that they are effectively simulating
the most important mechanisms in the system. Climate models perform particularly
well with simulations of average global temperature, where they demonstrate good
agreement with the decade-to-decade changes we have observed29 and with geologic
records of Earth’s climate history.

WHY DON’T ALL MODELS ESTIMATE THE SAME AMOUNT OF WARMING?
For more information on
this topic, see the following
Climate Smart Land
Network bulletins:
»» Global Temperature
Part II: Future
Projections

1.12

All climate models simulate the greenhouse effect the same way, but they diverge in
their projections because they have slightly different ways of simulating the feedbacks
discussed earlier. To cope with uncertainty about future emissions, climate modelers
use emissions scenarios, such as the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs)
outlined by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).
The RCPs are different CO2 emission trajectories based on assumptions about future
global economic activity, population growth, the types of energy we will use, and how
efficiently we will use it—from RCP2.6 that assumes our emissions will peak in the
next five years and then decline, to RCP8.5, which is a business-as-usual scenario
where emissions continue to rise throughout the century. The amount of change
depends on the RCP and time frame in question (Figure 9).30
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Figure 9: Change in global annual average surface air temperature over time, relative to the 19862005 average. Historical (observed) change in grey and modeled projections under different emission
scenarios (RCPs) in color. Numbers in the figure indicate the number of different models used in that
time period. Solid lines represent the multi-model average and shading indicates the 5-95% uncertainty
ranges. Source: IPCC AR5, Figure 12-5.10

Extreme Event Attribution
We know climate change will increase the frequency and/or intensity of extremes,
such as heat waves, heavy precipitation, floods, and drought, but how do we know
whether any particular extreme event is related to climate change? Over the last five
years, advances in the field of event attribution science have allowed researchers to go
beyond the standard line that “no individual weather event can be attributed to climate
change,” and provide quantitative estimates of how much the likelihood, frequency, or
magnitude of an event was influenced by human-caused warming.
Improvements in scientific understanding, methodology, and computing power now
allow for rapid attribution assessments within weeks of an event.31, 32 This research
gives us important new information because the way we perceive and frame the
causes of an event influences how we respond to it, including what post-disaster
actions, preventive practices, or adaptation and mitigation initiatives we put in place.33
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For more information on
this topic, see the following
Climate Smart Land
Network bulletin:
»» Attributing Extremes to
Climate Change
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Projected Change

5-9°F increase

precipitation in wet regions

in average global surface
temperature (similar for U.S.)11, 23

in dry regions &
& seasons,
seasons (generally)10

total, timing, and
intensity of precipitation

hot
cold
extremes10

Changes in

34

1 month

increase in length of the growing season
across most of the U.S.23*

5%

increase in global
precipitation10*

* under a high emissions (i.e. business-as-usual) scenario by late 21st century

Uncertainty: What We Know & What We Don’t
WHAT WE KNOW
The basic mechanics of climate change have been well understood since the mid1800’s and the scientific study since that time has given us confidence in the following:
»» Greenhouse gases (e.g. carbon dioxide, methane) are warming the planet
»» When all climate forcings are totaled (anthropogenic and natural) the total net
effect is warming the planet
»» The planet will continue to warm while the imbalance in the energy budget persists

1.14
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Intensification of the hydrologic cycle
(resulting in both

1-4 feet
of global sea
23
level
level rise
rise23*

precipitation &

flash flood
events23

drought)

35

“Hotter drought” due to
warmer temperatures36

30 %

of global land
area projected
to experience
moderate
37
drying
drying37*

94%

reduction in Arctic minimum sea ice extent11*

Greater

in
in winter
winter precipitation
precipitation
than
than summer
summer in
in midmid- and
and
10
high-latitude
high-latitude regions
regions10

80%

likelihood of a megadrought in U.S.
Southwest and Central Plains between
38
2050
2050 and
and 2100
210038*

»» There is good model agreement/consensus on projections of average global
temperature change
»» Significant regional differences in the rate of warming will continue, with areas near
the poles generally warming more rapidly than lower latitudes
»» Drought will be more impactful as temperatures increase
»» Precipitation patterns are changing, with some regions getting wetter and some
drier
»» The probability of extreme heat and precipitation is increasing as the planet warms
»» Sea levels will continue to rise for several centuries and beyond
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WHAT WE DON’T
The remaining uncertainty about climate change is not in the big picture, but in the
details–refining the projections of how climate will change in the near-term and on a
regional or local scale. Some notable uncertainties are:
»» Emissions: Future emissions depend on how the world population grows, the
nature of future economic development, and the technology we use to meet our
energy needs—factors we can’t predict with absolute certainty.
»» Feedbacks: The amount of warming caused by an increase in greenhouse gases
depends on the impacts of amplifying (warming) and dampening (cooling) feedbacks in the climate system—there is uncertainty in our understanding of these
complex processes, how they are coupled, and our ability to simulate them.
»» Tipping Points: There is evidence from the past that earth’s climate can be pushed
into an entirely new state when certain thresholds, or tipping points, are reached,
such as the run-away loss of arctic sea ice or large-scale release of carbon from
melting permafrost. It is uncertain exactly when we might reach one or more of
these as a result of current climate change.
»» Downscaling: Downscaling is the process of extrapolating higher-resolution local
or regional climate data from the results of global climate models, which adds a
new layer of uncertainty to regional climate projections.

For more information on
this topic, see the following
Climate Smart Land
Network bulletins:

»» Precipitation Projections: There is less agreement among global climate models
regarding the direction and magnitude of precipitation change, especially in certain
regions. This uncertainty is due to: (1) the small spatial scales on which precipitation dynamics take place (e.g. cloud microphysics), (2) the fact that precipitation is
more spatially variable than temperature, and (3) the complex relationship between
greenhouse gases and precipitation change (as opposed to the direct relationship
with temperature).

»» Certainty and
Uncertainty in Climate
Change and Forest
Response Part I: The
Climate System
»» Global Precipitation
Part I: Trends &
Projections

1.16
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“In general, we can have greater
confidence in projections for larger
regions than for specific locations, in
temperature projections than those for
precipitation, and for gradual changes in
average conditions than we can have for
extreme weather events such as storms.”
European Environment Agency39
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2.1

Executive Summary
Part 2 of this Climate Change & Forestry Handbook discusses how a changing climate
is changing forests worldwide, including altered disturbance regimes and shifts in
the distribution, abundance, and health of different tree species. These changes have
important implications for the resilience of our forests and the industries that rely on
them. While this handbook takes a broad view of the subject, it places the greatest
emphasis on changes that are relevant for forests and forestry operations in North
America.

What you need to know
»» Climate-related shifts in the range and relative abundance of some tree species
have already been documented.
• Upward shifts in elevation and latitude, as well as changes in regional abundance, have been observed for some species, but discernable change is
limited so far.
»» The distribution and abundance of individual tree species will continue to shift as
the climate changes through migration, adaptation, or extirpation/extinction.
• Species will respond independently, rather than moving in unison as distinct
forest types; response will also vary within species based on individual genotypes.
• Generalist species that grow under a variety of conditions and have a higher
tolerance for disturbance are likely to fare best as conditions change.
• Significant time lags (decades to centuries) are likely; faster change is possible following significant disturbance.
• Initial changes in forest composition will generally be at the limits of a species’ range, but within-range changes in relative abundance are also likely.
»» Many of our modern tree species experienced large climatic shifts during
previous glacial cycles, which resulted in relatively rapid change in forest
composition (within decades in some cases), along with massive range shifts
and novel community types over the longer-term. The current rate of global
change is significantly faster and will challenge the migration speed and
adaptation potential of most species.
»» Forest vulnerability to drought is increasing as the climate warms.
• By increasing evaporative demand, warmer temperatures exacerbate the
impacts of even mild to moderate drought events.
• Drought risk is not uniform and can be mitigated by site and soil characteristics, as well as a drought-tolerant species mix.
• Hotter droughts are already increasing rates of forest mortality worldwide.

2.2
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»» Forest growth and productivity will be affected by changes in temperature and
precipitation (both average conditions and extremes), longer growing seasons,
and higher ambient CO2 levels.
• A global increase in forest growth has already been documented.
• This increase in productivity may continue where it is not offset by increasing
moisture deficits, disturbance, or limiting nutrients; or where these countervailing factors can be successfully managed.
»» Abiotic disturbance regimes (e.g. those driven by drought, fire, wind) will change,
with implications for forest composition and structure.
• Disturbance from fire and drought is expected to increase under warmer
and drier conditions; wind-related disturbance is expected to increase under
warmer and wetter conditions.
• Rising temperatures will have the greatest impact on fire regimes in climatelimited (rather than fuel-limited) forest ecosystems.
• Increases in wildfire frequency, severity, and extent have already been documented; this is expected to continue in many places.
• Changes in snowpack depth and duration will affect seasonal water availability and cold season soil temperatures—increasing the risk of wind throw and
root freezing in some regions.
»» Extreme climate and weather events will bring about some of the most immediate and drastic forest impacts.
»» There will be changes in the synchrony, distribution, outbreak frequency, and
infectiousness of various forest pests and diseases.
• Forests will have the greatest vulnerability in water-stressed regions.
• Some of these changes are already evident, particularly in the western United
States.
»» The interaction of multiple forest stressors, such as drought, extreme heat, and
insect attack, will exacerbate negative impacts and diminish resilience. Forest
management will be key to reducing forest vulnerability.
• Forests that receive active care and management are likely to remain healthier
and stand a better chance of adapting to new conditions.
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A bear sleeping in the sun, Grand Teton National Park. Photo credit: Jennifer Hushaw

»» Wildlife species will adjust to changing conditions by altering where, when, or
how they operate.
• Generalist species will fare better than specialists.
• A net loss of species diversity is likely at the global scale.
• Shifts in the range, behavior, or abundance of numerous wildlife species have
already been documented.
»» The greatest uncertainties regarding ecosystem response to climate change are
related to
• estimating the pace of change,
• determining whether changes will be a net positive or negative for particular
species and community types,
• accounting for the adaptive capacity of individuals and populations, and
• anticipating the role of extreme events and pests/pathogens in reshaping
ecosystems.

2.4
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Tree Species Migration
Individual species are adapted to survive and thrive in a specific range of climatic
conditions and, as the climate changes, species will respond through one (or some
combination) of four possible options:
»» Toleration, i.e. adapting to the new conditions in place
»» Habitat shift, i.e. expanding or contracting their distribution to take advantage of
newly available habitat or capitalize on remaining refugia within their current range
»» Migration, i.e. moving into new areas to follow or find more favorable conditions
»» Extinction, i.e. species that cannot cope with changing conditions eventually die
off (in most cases, extirpation in a particular area is more likely than the complete
extinction of a species)2

PALEOECOLOGY
Paleoecology is the
study of “the interaction
between ancient organisms
and their environment,”1
primarily through the fossil
record.
Throughout Part 2, there
are sections titled “The
Paleo Perspective.”
These contain examples
of species’ responses
to climate change in the
distant past, which can
shed light on what we
might expect from the
shifts underway today.

There is evidence that all these options were in play as species responded to past
shifts in the Earth’s climate.3 One of the best examples, with regard to forest change,
is the deglaciation of North America following the end of the last ice age around
11,700 years ago. Using fossil pollen records, researchers have catalogued how forest
composition and the abundance of individual species changed over that time (Figure
1),4 with evidence that forest composition responded within decades or less.5, 6 However, range shifts for individual tree taxa can take hundreds to thousands of years.3, 7, 8, 9

Tree Species on the Move
Studies have documented recent instances of species migration that are consistent
with what we would expect in a warming world, namely upward shifts in elevation and
latitude for plants and many other types of organisms.12, 13, 14, 15 For tree species, in particular, shifts have been documented in temperate,16, 17, 18,19, 20 boreal,21 and even tropical22 biomes, but generally for only some fraction of species. Not all tree species are
exhibiting range shifts (yet) and some are responding in ways we might not expect, including some downhill shifts23 and expansion into more southerly areas.19 This is due
to the complex array of factors that influence where and how different trees will grow.
A number of these factors, such as competition from established species, changes in
moisture availability, in situ adaptation, and so on, have been cited to explain lack of
movement or counterintuitive shifts.

How Will Tree Species Respond?
All efforts to predict tree species’ response to climate change (see section on
Modeling Future Forests) agree on one thing—growing conditions are going to change.
Some species will successfully adjust or even perform better under the new conditions, but others will be limited in their ability to survive as the climate moves farther
away from the conditions to which they are adapted. Competition is also an important
factor because species only persist where they can successfully outcompete others,
regardless of how well-suited they may be to the environmental conditions.
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For more information on
this topic, see the following
Climate Smart Land
Network bulletins:
»» Global Temperature
Part I: Observed Trends
»» Modeling Future
Forests
»» New Evidence of Tree
Species on the Move

Figure 1: (A) Changes in the estimated relative abundance of two example tree taxa (spruce and oak) from
the Ice Age to present-day, based on pollen percentages. Spruce, in particular, offers a classic example of
expansion at the northern leading edge and extirpation at the southern trailing edge of its range. (B) Distribution of spruce, ash, and birch taxa throughout North America from the Ice Age to present, illustrating how
species migration can create novel plant communities. Different colors represent different combinations of
the presence or absence of three example taxa. Distributions are based on pollen records.10, 11

Changes in habitat suitability and relative competitiveness will ultimately alter the distribution and abundance of forest species. The uncertainty lies in pinpointing exactly
how, where, and when these shifts will happen. The following are some general rulesof-thumb supported by the current science:
»» Tree species will respond independently (not as cohesive forest types), so we may
see some new combinations of species and community types (e.g. see Figure 1).
»» There will also be variation within species, as individual genotypes react differently
to changing conditions.
»» Tree species that grow under a variety of conditions (i.e. generalists) and those that
have a higher tolerance for disturbance may fare best as conditions change.
»» Significant time lags are likely.

2.6
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MODELING FUTURE FORESTS
In recent years, there has been growing interest in anticipating how modern climate change
may lead to shifts in the abundance and distribution of different tree species. The models
used to assess these potential changes can be
broadly sorted into two categories on either end
of a spectrum, from empirical (i.e. statistical) to
process-based (i.e. mechanistic) models.
Empirical models quantify statistical relationships between species occurrence data, such
as plot data from the U.S. Forest Service Forest
Inventory and Analysis, and relevant environmental variables, such as soils and climate, then
use those correlations to project into the future.
These are often referred to as species distribution, niche, or bioclimatic envelope models.

Process-based models are generally more complex because they simulate the actual underlying processes, such as disturbance, growth,
and regeneration. Examples include forest gap,
ecosystem, forest landscape, and dynamic global
vegetation models.
These are not mutually exclusive and an increasing number of hybrid approaches are used in
research. Nor is one approach necessarily better
than another—each has its strengths and weaknesses depending on scale, data availability, and
research question.
NOTE: See the CSLN bulletin on Modeling Future
Forests for a comparison of several commonly cited
modeling efforts and a list of “Best Practices” for
how to interpret and incorporate their results into
management.

»» There is potential for faster change with small- and large-scale mortality from extreme events (e.g. drought or fire).
»» Changing moisture availability may be more important than changing temperature
for driving species shifts in the near-term.
»» Changes in the relative abundance of different species may manifest before detectable changes in the overall geographic range of species.
»» At the stand level, initial changes will most likely be detectable in the regeneration
layer, rather than the overstory.
»» Initial forest composition changes are most likely at species range margins. Where
temperature is the primary driver, we generally expect:
• Range expansion at the leading edge (northern and higher elevations)
• Range contraction at the trailing edge (southern and low-altitudinal limits)
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The Paleo Perspective
Migration Speed and Vegetation
Response Times

Novel Communities

As the world warmed and the vast continental ice
sheets began retreating at the end of the last ice
age (around 20,000 years ago), it created an excellent natural experiment for understanding how tree
species migrate across the landscape in response
to long-term warming.24 There are varying estimates of the speed of this migration for different
species, ranging from around 1-10 km/decade.25,
26, 27
This period of gradual global warming was
also punctuated by some abrupt (within several
decades) shifts in climate in particular regions, to
which vegetation responded rapidly (often within
100 years), e.g. in the North Atlantic region, via
in-migration of new species and changes in the
frequency of existing vegetation types.6

The Role of Refugia
Remnant populations of certain species may also
have persisted in small pockets farther north than
expected during the Ice Age, so the actual migration distance required for them to recolonize may
have been substantially shorter and, therefore,
migration speeds may actually have been on the
lower end of estimates.28. 29 For various types of
woody plants, the populations in the northernmost
part of their range appear to have been particularly
sensitive to climate and responded more quickly
than their counterparts in more southerly areas.27

Entirely novel climate conditions developed at
some points during this period, which resulted in
plant communities that we would not recognize
today because they have no modern equivalent.30
This suggests we may witness similarly unique
species combinations and community types as we
move into a no-analog future.

Lessons for Today
The rate of global warming today is over 50 times
faster than warming out of the last glacial period
in Earth’s history. Therefore, if reality is on the
slower end of estimates, most species won’t
be able to match the velocity of current climate
change. The average speed required to keep pace
with temperature change today is estimated to
be 3.5 km/decade for temperate broadleaf/mixed
forests, 1.1 km/decade for temperate coniferous
forests, and 4.3 km/decade for boreal forests/
taiga. Mountainous biomes will require the
slowest velocities because in these areas small
movements in space result in large changes in
temperature.31

Given the time lag generally involved in forest
migration, the relevant near-term question is not
whether a particular species will disappear from the
local landscape (e.g. sugar maple in Vermont), but
whether that species exhibits a change in relative
competitiveness and regeneration success, or a
general decline in health and vigor across all or part
of its current range.
2.8
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Water Availability & Plant Water Stress

Forests in a Future with
‘Hotter Drought’

Rising temperatures and changes in precipitation are already affecting water availability, including soil moisture, in many places. This has major implications for our
forests; the quantity and seasonality of water resources determines many aspects of
forest structure, productivity, and health. In addition to affecting growth, mortality, and
seedling survival, changes in the amount and timing of precipitation can influence how
individual trees allocate resources between the above and belowground portions of
the stem:

Warmer temperatures will
make future droughts more
impactful than droughts
of similar magnitude in
the past and these ‘hotter
droughts’ are a concern
for forest health. In fact, a
recent research synthesis
(Allen et al. 2015) found
that the risk to forests
has most likely been
underestimated globally.
This is in part because
there is a high degree of
confidence in several of
the major drivers pointing
toward more (rather than
less) forest vulnerability.
However, factors such as
species diversity, microsite
variation, a capacity for
acclimation, and CO2
fertilization can help
forests better withstand
the impacts of hot
drought.40

»» Drier conditions =

fine roots + ↓

foliage & aboveground woody biomass

• Improves ability to draw on limited soil water
»» Wetter conditions = ↑

foliage & growth rate +

fine roots  

• Capitalizes on growth potential and increases competitiveness, but a
shallower root system increases risk of blow down and vulnerability to future
drought 32, 33
In this way, changing water availability will be an important factor determining forest
vulnerability to stress and a key driver of the species shifts anticipated in the future.

Water Stress and Forest Mortality
Widespread tree mortality linked to drought and heat stress has been documented
across the globe. These impacts are not just confined to dry regions, but are seen
in wet and semi-arid places as well. This suggests rising temperatures are playing
a significant role by increasing water loss through transpiration, reducing tree vigor,
and accelerating the development and reproduction of damaging insects.34, 35 In the
United States, in particular, there are many examples of forest impacts linked to water

For more information on
this topic, see the following
Climate Smart Land
Network bulletins:
»» Global Precipitation
Part II: Ecosystem
& Management
Implications
»» Climate Change and
Extreme Weather, Part
2: Forest Impacts

View of standing dead pines killed by drought and beetle attack near Sierra National Forest,
December 2015. Photo credit: Jennifer Hushaw
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The Paleo Perspective

The period of time between 8,000 and 4,000
years ago is a great case study for understanding how water availability drives forest
change.24 During this time, temperatures were
relatively stable, but there was a high degree
of hydrological variability. In the eastern Great
Plains of the U.S., for example, regional drying
caused forests to disappear and be replaced
by prairie within decades to centuries. Then,
over the following centuries to millennia, forests slowly recolonized the area as moisture
availability began to increase once again.24, 41
Meanwhile, in the eastern U.S., hemlock populations crashed multiple times due to drought
conditions and never recovered their former
abundance in the southern portions of their
range.42

In an example from more recent history, evidence from tree-ring analysis suggests that an
intense drought between 1772 and 1775 led to
the mortality of overstory trees across a wide
swath of the eastern U.S. The widespread
canopy disturbance resulted in a significant
recruitment event that is still detectable in the
composition of eastern forests today—highlighting the potential for drought to act as an
important driver of forest change even in a
relatively wet region dominated by broadleaf
forests.43

stress. These include aspen decline in the West,36 increased mortality of pine and oak
species in the Central Coast and Southern Sierra Ranges of California,37 loss of big
trees (>2 ft dbh) throughout California,38 and regional-scale die-off of piñon pine in the
Southwest.39
Severe or long-term decreases in water availability can predispose forests to largescale die-off and it is thought that drought-related tree mortality actually occurs via
three interrelated pathways—carbon starvation, hydraulic failure, and biotic attack.33
When this combination of factors kills a significant number of overstory trees, it can
open the door for colonization and migration of new species or a significant reorganization of the forest.

Evaluating Drought Risk
While evidence suggests we will experience more frequent and severe drought due
to climate change, the risk is not uniform; it varies with site characteristics and forest
type:
»» Warmer temperatures increase the INTENSITY of individual drought events by
increasing evaporative demand and water loss through transpiration.

2.10
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»» Site characteristics, including soil texture, depth to water table, and topography,
influence drought EXPOSURE by affecting soil water holding capacity, run off, and
evaporation rates.
»» The species mix (specifically the level of drought tolerance exhibited by each tree
species) determines VULNERABILITY to drought.
Sites that experience large increases in temperature and decreases in precipitation,
with low soil water holding capacity, and a drought-intolerant species mix will have
the highest levels of drought risk. In contrast, an area may have a high likelihood of
intense drought in the future, but the risk may be mitigated by a drought-tolerant species mix and better site conditions.

Growth & Productivity
Climate influences forest growth rates and productivity by affecting water availability, metabolism, physiological stress, and other factors. In this regard, the moderate
warming we have experienced to date has been largely beneficial for forests. A global
increase in vegetation productivity and leaf area (i.e. “global greening”) over recent
decades has been linked to the combined effects of changing climate, longer growing
seasons, and elevated atmospheric CO2.44, 45
A longer growing season increases ecosystem productivity by lengthening the period
for photosynthesis. Some research suggests that lengthening the growing season
by 5-10 days may increase annual net primary productivity of forest systems by
as much as 30%.46 Likewise, increased CO2 is known to have a fertilizing effect on
plants (by increasing the rate of photosynthesis and growth), as well as benefits
for water-use efficiency (the ratio of water loss to carbon gain).47, 48 In fact, at least
one study suggests that 70% of the recent “greening” trend can be explained by CO2
fertilization.44

For more information on
this topic, see the following
Climate Smart Land
Network bulletins:
»» Global Temperature
Part I: Observed Trends
»» Climate Change &
Forest Productivity
»» Shifting Phenology in a
Changing Climate

However, there are some caveats to this good news story. The positive effects on
plant growth have not been uniform worldwide; changes in the sign (whether positive
or negative) and magnitude of productivity vary by site, region, and tree species.49, 50 ,51, 52
Modeling studies generally point toward increasing forest productivity as the climate
warms,50, 53 especially when the positive effects of CO2 are included,50 but this variability will persist.54 For example, research in the eastern U.S. suggests that average site
index—a common metric of potential site productivity—is likely to increase for conifers
and decrease for hardwoods over the 21st century due to changes in temperature,
precipitation, and growing season length.55 There is also strong evidence that growth
increases will not be realized in drier places where moisture is limiting 56, 57, 58, 59 or
where other nutrients are insufficient60 and disturbance has been shown to “exaggerate ongoing productivity declines or cancel out productivity gains.”61 In the near-term,
warming may be advantageous for forest growth, but it is likely that this trend will
plateau or even reverse in some places as temperatures continue to rise.55
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Disturbance
Abiotic Disturbance
Wildfires, blowdowns, drought and other abiotic disturbance agents are an important
influence on forest ecosystems, often leaving an imprint that shapes forest dynamics
for decades to centuries after the initial disturbance event.62 Globally, there have been
measured increases in forest disturbance over the past several decades and this trend
is likely to continue across all biomes as the climate warms. Disturbances from fire,
drought, and wind are likely to increase, while those related to snow and ice are likely
to decrease. In particular, studies suggest that fire and drought activity will increase
under warmer and drier conditions, while wind-related disturbance will increase under
warmer and wetter conditions in the future.63
Climatic extremes (e.g. heat waves, heavy precipitation, and severe drought) will drive
many of these disturbance changes and will likely play an outsized role in bringing
about vegetation shifts. In fact, research suggests extremes play an equal or greater
role in shaping the distribution, survival, productivity, and diversity of plant communities than gradual changes in average conditions.64

As a consequence, we expect increasing climate and weather
extremes (including an exponential increase in extreme heat
and heavy precipitation65) to bring about some of the most
immediate and drastic forest impacts.
Extreme Heat
For more information on
this topic, see the following
Climate Smart Land
Network bulletins:
»» Forest Disturbances in
a Changing Climate
»» Climate Change and
Extreme Weather Part
II: Forest Impacts
»» Global Temperature
Part II: Future
Projections
»» Wildfire in a Warming
World Part I: Trends &
the Role of Climate
»» Wildfire in a Warming
World Part II: Future
Outlook & Resources
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Extreme heat has a wide variety of effects on tree function from the molecular level to
the entire tree. Heat waves can have negative effects on growth that are more severe
than the same amount of heat applied as a change in average temperature. However,
trees do have some techniques that help them cope with extreme heat stress. For example, some species will keep their stomata open to increase cooling through transpiration, even under conditions where this reduces photosynthesis and increases water
loss. Others are able to continue photosynthesizing under warmer conditions if they
are exposed to high temperatures and allowed to acclimate for a period of time.66
High temperatures also increase the speed and severity of drought stress by affecting
vapor pressure deficit (VPD)—a combination of temperature and relative humidity that
represents the ‘drying power’ of the air and is a key variable in plant water stress.67, 68, 69
Generally, the higher the VPD the more water plants lose through transpiration. VPD increases non-linearly with rising temperature, and climate models consistently predict
that VPD and temperature will increase over time, leading scientists to suggest that
rising VPD is one of the biggest threats to plant communities.68
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Floods & Heavy Precipitation
While excess water (due to flooding or water-logged soils) is on the other end of the
spectrum from severe drought, it can have similar negative consequences, especially
for species that are not well-adapted to those conditions.64 This includes (paradoxically) decreased water absorption, stomatal closure that reduces CO2 uptake and growth,
and low oxygen conditions in the soil that inhibit root respiration.64 A stark example of
the forest health impacts of flooding is The Great Flood of 1993 along the Mississippi
and Missouri Rivers. In one area of floodplain forest near St. Louis, Missouri, the long
and intense flood killed over 40% of mature trees in maple-ash and oak communities
and 60% in mixed forest. The flood had a substantial and lasting impact that changed
the composition of those bottomland forest communities.70 This kind of forest stress
is likely to increase during the next century, as we experience large flood events and
more heavy precipitation, especially in the Northeast and Midwest U.S.

Wildfire
Climate is a primary driver of fire activity—affecting both the availability and flammability of fuels.71, 72 It controls ignition and propagation in the short-term and vegetation type and productivity in the long-term73 and, while weather drives individual fire
events, it is average climate and variability that shapes fire regimes over decades and
longer.74 The increase in drought frequency and severity, which is projected for many
regions, is a particular concern because drought directly affects the severity, extent,
and frequency of wildfire.75 Overall, disturbance from novel fire regimes may hasten
the species shifts expected with climate change, making fire an important driver of
on-going ecosystem change.

What’s Limiting: Fuel or Moisture?
The impact of climate change largely depends on whether an ecosystem is more fuellimited or climate-limited.74, 76, 77 Fire activity in climate-limited systems, such as the
boreal forest, is very sensitive to temperature, so warming will especially increase fire

Fuel-Limited Ecosystem: Fire is limited by the amount of
fuel available. Often drier, more sparsely vegetated areas
that experience frequent, lower-severity wildfires Example
photo: Longleaf pine woodland in the Sandhills of North
Carolina. Photo credit: Jennifer Hushaw

Climate-Limited Ecosystem: Fire is controlled by fuel
flammability. Generally moist systems with significant
biomass that experience infrequent wildfires of greater
severity. Example photo: Spruce-Fir forest in Grand Teton
National Park. Photo credit: Jennifer Hushaw
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risk in those areas. Changing fire regimes may also flip some vegetation communities
from one type of system to the other. For example, the fire return interval in the greater
Yellowstone ecosystem is predicted to decrease to the point that some forested areas
will no longer regenerate by mid-century, instead they will convert to a new dominant
vegetation type and a fuel-limited fire regime.78

Wildfire Trends
While the global area burned by wildfires decreased slightly over the last decade and a
half,79 the general long-term trend has been toward conditions that are more conducive to fire—since 1980, the length of the average fire weather season has increased
by 19% and the land area affected by long fire weather seasons has doubled.80
In the U.S., these trends vary by region. There is ample evidence that large portions of
the West experienced more fire over the last 30 to 40 years, including more large fires,
more area burned, and longer wildfire seasons. The Northeast, in contrast, has seen a
decline in both area burned and the size of fires over the last 60 years. While increasing fuel loads have certainly contributed to wildfire risk in some places, evidence from
both modeling and observational studies suggests that changes in climate are largely
responsible for observed wildfire increases in the U.S.76, 80, 81, 82, 83

View of Aptos, California with smoke plume from the Loma Fire in the Santa Cruz mountains, Fall 2016.
Photo credit: Michael Hushaw

Future Outlook
As the world continues to warm, the probability of fire and the length of the fire season
will increase in temperate and boreal regions, while decreasing in the tropics.72, 84
The projected increase in fire potential is substantial in some cases; for example, the
annual number of fire spread days in Canada is expected to increase anywhere from
35–400% by 2050.85 Additionally, the fire regime change will be non-linear in some
northern high-latitude regions, such as Alaska, leading to dramatic increases in fire
frequency or severity once critical thresholds are crossed.86 In the continental U.S.,
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evidence points toward a general increase in fire potential in the Southwest, Rocky
Mountains, northern Great Plains, Southeast, and Pacific coast, as well as an increased potential for very large fires in historically fire-prone regions.87 The fire season
will likely begin earlier in the South, while northern regions will see an overall extension
of the season.88
A Note about Climate Change and Forest Fuels:
Fuel moisture is highly sensitive to temperature and fuel loads may become drier, even if precipitation increases, because additional moisture cannot compensate for accelerated drying caused by higher temperatures.89 This change in fuel
moisture may increase fire risk in some places, while climate-driven declines in
vegetation productivity, regeneration, and biomass accumulation will decrease
fuel loads and fire severity in others.90

Snow, Wind, & Ice Damage
Snow
As the climate warms, a decrease in the depth and duration of snowpack is generally
expected across many mid- and high-latitude, as well as high elevation, sites.91 In fact,
a decrease in the extent of snow cover across the Northern Hemisphere has already
been documented,92 along with a decrease in snow water equivalent and extreme
snowfall years in the western U.S., in particular.93 While some regions of the country have seen an increase in snowfall, more precipitation will fall as rain (rather than
snow) in the future. This will be especially true across large portions of the central and
eastern U.S.93 These changes in the amount and timing of snow cover will impact forest health and productivity in two major ways:
»» Seasonal Water Availability: The accumulation of snowpack affects groundwater
recharge and stream base flow in the summer months, so a shift toward more
winter rain may decrease water availability during the growing season. This is
especially an issue in the western U.S., where snowpack is a key component of the
seasonal water cycle.94
»» Winter Soil Temperature: Snow has an important insulating effect that modulates soil temperatures during the winter months. The loss of snow cover, as well
as an overall shortening of the snow season, will lead to more soil freezing and
more frequent freeze-thaw cycles that increase the risk of root freezing. This has
already been linked to mortality of yellow-cedar along the Pacific coast of the U.S.
and Canada, as some portions of the species range transitioned from snow to rain
dominated winters over the last century.95 This is also expected to become more
of an issue in northern hardwood forests, with experimental evidence suggesting it
will increase levels of root damage and fine root mortality, change biogeochemical
cycling, and cause delayed leaf-out for some species.96, 97, 98, 99
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Wind
Wind is an important chronic disturbance agent that shapes forests worldwide,100 but
there is a lot of uncertainty about how climate change will affect winds and storminess at a regional scale, including mixed results from global models. However, in
regions where frozen soils provide protection from wind throw via better anchorage,
the risk of uprooting and stem breakage is likely to increase as the period of the year
with unfrozen soils continues to lengthen.101, 102

Ice
Ice storms are a fairly common forest disturbance in the U.S., particularly along the
“ice belt” that runs from east Texas to New England. These icing events have direct
impacts on growth potential and an indirect influence on stand dynamics, such as
light levels and seedling establishment.103 It is likely that the ice belt will move north
and freezing rain events will become more frequent as the climate warms, which will
certainly have implications for forest disturbance and is already prompting additional
research around ice storm damage assessments.104

Biotic Disturbance
Pests & Disease
Some of the most immediate and significant climate-related impacts on our forests
will come in the form of shifting insect and disease dynamics. Being ectothermic,
insects are particularly sensitive to temperature—it directly influences their metabolic
rate, consumption, development, and timing of life history stages—and forest pathogens are similarly sensitive to both temperature and moisture.105 These organisms
can rapidly respond to climate change because of their “physiological sensitivity to
temperature, high mobility, short generation times, and high reproductive potential.”106

For more information on
this topic, see the following
Climate Smart Land
Network bulletin:
»» Forest Pests and
Climate Change
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Climate Impacts on Forest Pests and Pathogens

Dir ect

I nd irect

Higher overall temperatures (especially
milder winters), longer and warmer
growing seasons, changing snow pack,
and climate variability will directly
impact pest and pathogen population
dynamics by (generally) increasing
overwinter survival, enhancing infectiousness, increasing reproductive
rates, and accelerating organism life
cycles.105, 107

Pests will be affected indirectly via
climate-related changes in host plants
(distribution, nutritional quality, resistance, phenology, and rate of development), natural enemies, competitors,
and mutualists. An increase in abiotic
damage (from storms, drought, extreme
heat, etc.) will increase tree stress and
make hosts more susceptible to attack.
105, 106, 107
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There are hundreds of pests and pathogens, both native and introduced, which
interact with the forest ecosystems we manage. The latest research suggests that
disturbance from insects will likely increase under warmer and drier conditions, while
disturbance from pathogens will likely increase under warmer and wetter conditions in
the future.63 However, there are widely varying levels of knowledge about the physiology, life cycle, and climate niche from one organism to the next. The list of species for
which researchers have specifically addressed the question of climate impacts is fewer still. Given the lack of complete information about climate change impacts on the
catalogue of forest pests and diseases, it is useful to take a general, high-level view of
pest-climate interactions, such as the general categories of change highlighted below:
»» Asynchrony/Ecological Mismatches: Changes in seasonality may shift the timing
of developmental stages, so species that have historically been tightly linked may
no longer be in alignment. This could exacerbate or alleviate pest impacts, depending on the species involved.108
»» Range Shifts/Redistribution: Hosts and pests may become misaligned geographically due to climatically-driven changes in species ranges. Generalist pest species
will likely fare better and experience range expansion, while more specialized species will likely experience range shifts or contractions. This may be good or bad for
forest ecosystems, depending on the species and region in question.
»» Changing Pest Populations & Outbreak Frequency: Some research suggests
warming will lead primarily to pest distribution shifts (toward higher latitudes and
altitudes), rather than an increase in outbreaks. However, climate change is also
likely to amplify abiotic stressors, which creates conditions favorable for more
frequent and intense outbreaks. In particular, it is likely that warmer temperatures
will allow many herbivorous insect species to have additional generations per year,
which will increase populations and the level of herbivory.109
»» Increased Pathogen Infectiousness: Evidence suggests that increased humidity
and temperature associated with climate change will increase pathogen infection
rates.109 These organisms are generally able to evolve, adapt, and migrate more
quickly than their hosts, so their role in forest disturbance regimes will probably
increase.110
»» Increased Vulnerability in Water-Stressed Regions: Significant pest-related impacts will occur in regions with more frequent or severe drought conditions. This
is particularly true for insect groups and pathogens that typically affect waterstressed trees.110, 111, 112
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The Paleo Perspective

Around 56 million years ago (10 million years
after the dinosaurs went extinct), there was
a period of time known to scientists as the
Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM).
During this time, a massive amount of organic
carbon was released into the atmosphere and
ocean, leading to a rapid rise in temperature
(geologically speaking) of 10°F over a few
thousand years, which persisted for many tens
of thousands of years before cooling again.
This event is a useful case to understand how
ecological communities respond to a significant and large-scale increase in temperature
and atmospheric carbon (although the rate

of change is still far slower than what we are
experiencing today).24 There was a massive
reorganization of plant communities, with
changes in native populations along with
new migrants,113, 114 and evidence suggests
this warming also led to increased insect
herbivory. A number of studies have documented increases in the amount, frequency,
and diversity of insect damage on foliage as
temperature increased during this interval, and
herbivory subsequently declined as temperatures cooled following the PETM.115, 116, 117 This
points toward a likely increase in damage from
insect feeding as temperatures rise today.

Invasive Species

Invasive Species—species
that are
»» non-native (or alien) to
the ecosystem under
consideration and
»» whose introduction
causes or is likely to cause
economic or environmental
harm or harm to human
health118, 119
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Invasive species have the potential to drastically alter the composition, health, and
functioning of native ecosystems, and they have been recognized as a major impact
on U.S. forest resources.120 It has been estimated that, as a group, invasives cost the
U.S. around $120 billion per year in damages and loss,121 so understanding the implications of climate change for these alien invaders is an important consideration.
Climate change has the potential to influence each stage of the invasion process, from
transport and colonization to establishment and spread.122, 123, 124 Extreme climatic
events, such as hurricanes and floods, can influence transport and colonization by
moving non-native species into new areas while simultaneously stressing native
populations and reducing their ability to fend off the new introductions.124 A changing climate will also affect the spread of invasives by changing habitat suitability and
driving species range shifts;122 for example, kudzu, privet, and cogongrass are all likely
to expand their geographic range under future climate change.125 Beyond influencing
invasion risk, climate change may also alter the severity of impact from existing invasives or the effectiveness of our management strategies for eradicating or controlling
them.122, 124 For example, there is preliminary evidence that elevated CO2 can reduce
the efficacy of glyphosate for combating some invasive species that affect agricultural
systems, such as Canada thistle.126
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Is climate change a boon or bust for terrestrial invasives?
The message about invasive species in a changing climate is mixed, with some
reason to think they will generally perform better and other evidence suggesting invasion risk will decrease. On the one hand, species that become invasive tend to have
unique characteristics that may give them a competitive advantage under changing
conditions.105 This includes short generation times, high fertility, good dispersal ability,
tolerance to a wide variety of environmental conditions, rapid growth, and a responsiveness to disturbance.127, 128 Research also suggests warming and higher CO2 will
benefit all plants, but invasives more so.129 For example, many invasive plants are
more responsive to temperature than natives, so they leaf out earlier during warmer
springs and enjoy an advantage in terms of growth and abundance.130, 131
On the other hand, changing extremes (e.g. drought, storms) may be a double-edged
sword. In some cases, extreme events will knock back invasives along with their native
counterparts,129 but in other cases these novel disturbances will increase mortality of
native trees and provide an opportunity for invasives to take hold or flourish.34, 132, 133
The overall effect of changing temperature and precipitation on invasives is not clear
across the board.127, 134 Ultimately, human influence (via international trade, nursery
stock, etc.) will most likely remain the largest factor boosting the introduction and
spread of alien species, and changes in invasion risk and severity will vary by species
and location. Current research suggests overall invasion risk will decrease across the
U.S. and portions of the Southeast will no longer be considered invasion ‘hot spots,’
but it is likely that the Northeast and Great Lakes regions will experience increasing
invasion risk as the climate changes.135

INTERACTING STRESSORS & INCREASING FOREST VULNERABILITY
This handbook summarizes a variety of ways in which a warming world will affect the
health and character of forests. Some of these changes will be positive, but many,
such as extreme heat, drought, and changing water availability, will be new or increasing sources of forest stress. A major concern is the potential for multiple stressors
to interact in a way that accelerates or intensifies forest damage. We need look no
farther than the western United States to see a clear example of this dynamic in play—
warmer temperatures combined with drought to increase forest water stress and
vulnerability to insect attack, which ultimately resulted in high levels of forest mortality
that (combined with warm, dry conditions) increased the availability and flammability
of fuel for record-breaking wildfires. When multiple stressors manifest simultaneously,
it significantly diminishes the ability of forests to resist or recover from the damage.136
Another factor is the increasing frequency of extreme events. As the interval between
many extremes begins to shorten, it will further diminish the resilience of forests.
Like a boxer in a match, it becomes progressively more difficult to get back up and
continue fighting when you are hit with powerful blows in quick succession and with
limited time for recovery in between. It is only so long before the fighter is down for
the count. Forest management can minimize the impact of these stressors and play a
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critical role in reducing the exposure and vulnerability of forests, by influencing forest
structure, composition, and species mix in a way that promotes resilience or by facilitating the transition to forest types better suited to future climate.

Wildlife
For more information on
this topic, see the following
Climate Smart Land
Network bulletins:
»» Climate Change and
Wildlife Part I: Impacts
and Management
Considerations
»» Climate Change and
Wildlife Part II: Species
Highlights
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Climate change may soon outmatch other human influence as the biggest driver of
change in wildlife and biodiversity over the coming century.137, 138 Given that forests are
home to 80% of the world’s terrestrial biodiversity,139 conserved and managed forestlands will be a key part of efforts to protect or enhance these resources. The mobility
of wildlife species allows them to respond quickly to changing conditions—shifts in
their behavior, distribution, or population are early indicators of climate change in the
field. Climate change will impact wildlife directly through changes in temperature and
water availability, and indirectly through effects on food sources, associated species,
and habitat conditions.140 The major impacts will happen via:
Transforming Habitat
»» Changes in temperature, precipitation, and underlying vegetation will transform the
habitat for many species. Extreme events may also induce shifts of entire ecosystems. Organisms with specific habitat requirements will not adapt as easily, while
generalists will fare better.
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SPECIES HIGHLIGHTS

There is a great deal of uncertainty about how
climate change will affect specific wildlife species.
Organisms higher up the trophic chain often have many
complicated interactions that determine their vitality
and geographic range—factors that can be influenced
both directly and indirectly by changing climate.
Forest Song Birds
Climate change will
alter migration patterns,
population sizes, and the
quality and availability of
habitat.
R. Routledge, Sault College,
»» Some birds have alBugwood.org. CC BY 3.0 US.
ready shifted their spring
arrival dates several days to a week early
(depending on the species), such as Blue
Jay, Eastern Towhee, Hermit Thrush,
Ruby-throated Hummingbird, and Mountain Bluebirds, for example.151, 152

P. Bolstad, Univ. of Minnesota, Bugwood.org. CC BY 3.0 US.

Deer, Moose, Elk
Climate change will affect population
dynamics, range limits, habitat selection,
browsing/foraging behavior, and disease
outbreaks.
»» Deer populations will likely increase,
especially in the northerly part of their
range,141, 142 but changing conditions may
increase the overall extent and severity of
hemorrhagic disease outbreaks.143, 144

Game Birds
Climate change may
affect habitat suitability
and availability, breeding
success, and population
dynamics—positive and
negative projections vary
from species to species.

»» Moose will likely exhibit northward range
contraction,145, 146 some population declines,143, 144 and behavioral changes (e.g.
habitat selection) to alleviate heat stress in
the southern parts of their range.144, 147, 148

USFS, SRS, Bugwood.org.
CC BY-NC 3.0 US.

»» Several grouse species are projected to
decrease or shift northward,143, 153 while
Wild Turkey, Northern bobwhite, and Sage
Grouse may increase in the future.143, 154, 155

»» Changes in snowpack will alter the
browsing patterns of moose and elk.149, 150
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Shifts in Timing/Seasonal Changes
»» Changes in seasonality (e.g. shorter winters, earlier springs) may put important
species relationships out-of-sync, such as pollinator-plant, predator-prey, and
host-parasite relationships. These changes can also affect the availability of food
sources for migrating species and the optimal timing of reproduction for certain
organisms.
Range Shifts/Migration
»» More mobile species will ‘follow’ their optimal climate conditions into new regions.
As species ranges shift over time, we will see natural communities, species associations, and interactions that are entirely novel.
Spreading Pests and Disease
»» Climate-induced species shifts are expected to increase the frequency of new hostparasite associations and emerging infectious diseases, as new species come in
contact with each other.156 This has implications for the health of human and wildlife populations. Warmer temperatures may also increase pathogens within intermediate hosts and vectors, or increase survival of animals that harbor disease.157
As the climate changes, many species will find that their current habitat is outside
their climate niche—the full range of temperature and precipitation conditions in which
they normally occur—and in order to adapt they must change where, when, or how
they operate.
Where: Species can respond spatially by shifting their range and following their
optimal climate conditions.
What makes wildlife
species resilient to climate
change?
Some organisms will
certainly benefit from the
coming changes, while
others may decline or even
go extinct—depending (in
large part) on the unique
responses of individual
species and populations.
The least at-risk species
will be generalists that
have a broad geographic
range and tolerance level,
high degree of phenotypic
plasticity and genetic
variability, short life cycle,
high fertility, and good
dispersal capability.140
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When: Species can respond temporally by changing their phenology, e.g. shifting
the timing of key life cycle events.
How: Species can respond physiologically or behaviorally by developing tolerance
to warmer/drier conditions or changing their diet, activity, or energy budget.137
In the short-term, these changes can happen through altered gene expression (i.e.
phenotypic plasticity), while in the long-term they will happen through evolution, but
the rate of climate change may still be faster than the pace at which many species
can effectively adapt.

Observed Change and Future Outlook
Observations of change in species ranges, abundance, and phenology indicate that
climate change has already left a discernable fingerprint on the Earth’s biodiversity.
In fact, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change concluded (with high confidence) that: “Many terrestrial, freshwater, and marine species have shifted their
geographic ranges, seasonal activities, migration patterns, abundances, and species
interactions in response to ongoing climate change.”158 A large fraction of species
face extinction risk that will increase with the magnitude and rate of climate change.
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Slower, natural climate changes in the Earth’s past led to major ecosystem shifts
and extinctions, so we expect to see similar processes at work under current warming.158 There has been a lot of research into the question of species loss under climate
change. Researchers use a wide variety of modeling techniques—from the relatively
simple approach of calculating a species’ current climate niche and seeing where it
will be in the future, to capturing ecological processes or incorporating detailed physiological data. Each approach has its strengths and weaknesses, but most indicate
“alarming consequences for biodiversity.”137 There will also be significant time-lags in
species response (e.g. decades to centuries for vegetation), which can make it easy to
underestimate the amount of change at any given time.159

Uncertainty: What We Know & What We Don’t
What We Know
»» The biggest and most immediate forest impacts are likely to be from:
• Changing pest and disease dynamics
• Extreme climate and weather events
»» Hotter drought will increase forest stress and vulnerability to other stressors, such
as insect attack.
»» The distribution of individual tree species will change, as well as their relative abundance and competitiveness.

For more information on
this topic, see the following
Climate Smart Land
Network bulletin:
»» Certainty and
Uncertainty in Climate
Change and Forest
Response Part II: The
Forest Response

»» Tree species will respond independently to changing conditions, rather than as
cohesive forest types.
»» Individual genotypes (within species) may have different (and sometimes divergent) responses to changing conditions.
»» Forests will benefit from longer growing seasons and higher atmospheric CO2.
»» Disturbance regimes are likely to change, altering forest structure and composition
in the long term.
»» Many of the aforementioned changes are already underway; initial impacts have
been documented throughout the globe.

What We Don’t
Even if we could perfectly predict the details of future climate change, there would still
be uncertainty about how natural systems will respond. The following list highlights
some of the major ‘unknowns’ in anticipating forest ecosystem response:
»» Exactly how, when, and where will forest migration happen?
• We don’t know the physiological limits, tolerances, and life history traits of all
species, or have a good understanding of how changes in relative competitiveness will play out. While we know species will shift over time (based on
modeling and paleoecological evidence), we still do not know exactly where,
how quickly, and to what degree our forests will change in the near-term.
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»» How much will forests benefit from higher CO2?
• Higher ambient CO2 levels can increase plant growth and improve water-use
efficiency, but the magnitude of these effects, species-specific responses, and
the potential for gains to be offset by losses in productivity due to heat stress
or other climate-related factors remains uncertain.
»» What role will adaptive capacity and epigenetics play in reducing forest
vulnerability?
• The latest genetics research has revealed that gene expression can be influenced by environmental factors and those changes can sometimes be inherited by offspring (a phenomenon known as epigenetics). This has important
implications for the adaptability and potential plasticity of different tree species in a novel climate. It suggests that some species may be more resilient to
change than we might expect based on their current response to stress, since
new environmental conditions can stimulate changes in gene expression that
create a different response. For example, some research has shown that a
parent plant exposed to repeated drought conditions can produce offspring
that express more drought tolerance.160, 161 However, the role of epigenetics
and overall genetic diversity in conferring adaptive capacity and shaping plant
population response to climate change is uncertain and remains an emerging
area of research.
»» How will pest and disease pressures change?
• Climate change will affect pest populations in ways that may help or hurt forests, depending on the species and region in question. While the interaction of
changing climate with insects and diseases (both native and invasive) is likely
to create some of the most immediate climate-related impacts, there is still
limited knowledge about the life cycle, population dynamics, and environmental tolerance of many pests, including considerable uncertainty about how
they will fare in a changing climate.
»» To what degree will extreme events drive forest change?
• It is recognized that extreme events, such as drought, fire, and strong coastal
storms, are likely to have an outsized influence on forest health and succession in coming decades. However, the extent of potential forest mortality or
damage from these events is difficult to predict for any given region.
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3.1

Executive Summary
Part 3 of this Climate Change and Forestry Handbook outlines strategies for climate
change adaptation in the context of forest management, with an eye toward reducing risk, particularly in North American forests. Climate change has important consequences for the provision of forest ecosystem services to society, such as air and
water filtration, carbon sequestration, and so on, but it will also have direct impacts on
the forest industry at an operational level and in the realm of long-term planning and
decision-making.

What you need to know
»» Forest management is the key to maintaining the services provided by forests,
even as climate change presents additional stresses.
• Traditional principles of good forest management still apply, but adapting to
a dynamic future may require some adjustments to the way we design our
forest infrastructure and the species, stand structure, and harvest practices
we emphasize.
»» Climate change presents a mix of risks, opportunities, and ‘it depends’ for forests
and the forest industry in different regions.
»» Climate change adaptation in forestry is a form of risk management.
• The risks to forests are not uniform and vary depending on the probability and
intensity of a particular climate impact and the exposure and vulnerability of a
given site and forest type.
• Understanding the climate projections for your area can improve accurate
assessment of risk.
• Managers can reduce risk by decreasing forest vulnerability to various
climate-mediated stressors.
»» Climate change can be considered a new lens through which to view traditional
forest management decisions—it now belongs on the list of standard considerations.
»» Forest managers can take action to reduce exposure and vulnerability to climaterelated risks in the realms of human health, infrastructure, long-term planning,
forest management, and monitoring.
• Take precautions to reduce vulnerability of field personnel to heat stress and
mosquito- and tick-borne illnesses.
• Design forest road systems and stream crossings to withstand heavier
precipitation events and less frequent frozen ground.

3.2
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• Incorporate climate change concerns into management plans, focus
resources on resilient areas, plan for changing disturbance patterns, and
consider acquiring forest crop insurance to protect against loss.
• Use forest management activities to alter stocking, species mix, age class
distribution, regeneration, stand structure, and fire frequency in ways that
increase the resilience of forests and/or create forests better-suited to future
conditions.
• Implement forest monitoring to reduce uncertainty and inform decision-making.
• Stay informed about the latest science and collaborate with colleagues.
»» Uncertainty about the exact timing, extent, and severity of future climate impacts
is a challenge, but should not be a barrier to taking action.
• It is important to differentiate areas where the science is relatively certain
from those where it is not. Some aspects of the science and future projections are known with confidence and these can be the basis for sound decision-making.
• It is possible to embrace uncertainty by focusing on ‘no regrets’ management
strategies designed to improve forest resilience in the long-term (whatever the
future may bring).
»» There is no one right way to manage for climate change; managers should consider a spectrum of options depending on management objectives, risk tolerance, and planning horizon.
• A deterministic management approach aims to produce future-adapted
forests by improving the ability of the forest to resist or tolerate changing
conditions.
• An indeterministic approach focuses on making forests more adaptable to an
uncertain future through increased resilience and flexibility.
• Each approach is equally valid and they are not mutually exclusive; managers
will likely use some of each.
»» Forests play a key role in mitigating climate change as a source of sustainable
products and one of the world’s largest carbon sinks.
• A warming climate brings countervailing changes that have the potential to
enhance or inhibit carbon sequestration by forests—some regions will increase sequestration, while others will transition from carbon sinks to sources
due to climate-related stressors, such as drought and wildfire.
• Forest management has an important role to play in maximizing the climate
regulation services provided by forests.
»» Carbon is a new type of forest product that can be managed and sold in both
regulatory and voluntary carbon markets; this is a new opportunity that may be
of interest to some landowners.
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Introduction
Parts 1 and 2 of this Handbook describe how the climate is changing and what it
means for the health, productivity, and composition of forests. Climate change is
multiplying the sources of forest stress by creating new issues (e.g. more frequent
extreme events) and worsening historic stressors (e.g. hotter droughts, changing pest
pressure). By carefully tracking these trends, it will be possible for forest managers to
leverage some of these changes toward increased productivity and greater resilience
from both an ecosystem and enterprise perspective.
While we cannot eliminate the inherent uncertainty in predicting exactly how things
will change, the following sections discuss the best ways to reduce it. This includes
gathering insights from research, closely monitoring the change (or lack thereof) on
our lands and the surrounding landscape, and engaging in on-going conversation and
collaboration with colleagues in the forestry community. The traditional principles
of good forest management still apply, but adjusting to a dynamic future will require
some new considerations with regard to the species, stand structure, and harvest
practices we emphasize; the way we design our forest infrastructure; and others.

Climate change presents a mix of risks, opportunities, and “it depends” for managed forests.
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Assessing Risk
It is useful to think of climate change adaptation as a form of risk management. Climate change poses numerous threats to forest health and productivity (see Handbook
Part 2), but the risk is not uniform—forests are not equally at risk in all places and at all
times. Rather, the degree of risk depends on several factors:
»» Probability – likelihood that a particular climate impact or extreme event will
occur
»» Intensity – magnitude and/or duration of the impact
»» Exposure – degree of exposure to the risk, in terms of space and/or time
»» Vulnerability – susceptibility, sensitivity, degree of resilience, or capacity to cope
with/adapt to a particular climate impact or extreme event1
Breaking risk into its component parts reveals which factors contribute the most and
the best ways to reduce it.

PROBABILITY and INTENSITY are related to the climate impact, such as drought,
heavy precipitation, extreme heat, and so on. At an individual level, we cannot reduce
these components. However, we can get more and better information to improve our
assessment of risk. This is where it is important to understand the regional climate
trends and projections in your area, as well as any site-specific considerations that
may influence the probability or intensity of a particular climate impact or extreme.
EXPOSURE and VULNERABILITY are related to the forest in terms of location, soils,
stocking, species mix, and so on. By purposefully focusing resources in certain places
and using the right management approach, you can reduce exposure or vulnerability
to a given climate stressor, which will reduce the overall risk to your forest.
For example, research indicates that the probability of drought is increasing (see
Handbook Part 1) and the intensity of drought events is also increasing due to
warmer temperatures that increase evaporative demand and plant water stress (see
Handbook Parts 1 and 2). A site with mostly well-drained upland soils may have an
increased exposure to soil moisture drought over time. Through management, the mix
of tree species on-site could be shifted toward more drought-tolerant types or a series
of thinnings could be used to lower the density of the stand—both of which would decrease vulnerability to drought-induced dieback and, therefore, the overall risk posed
to the forest by drought.
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Forest Impacts
These icons represent the potential climate-mediated stressors and impacts outlined
in Parts 1 and 2 of this handbook, which include the direct and indirect effects of a
changing climate. Each of them can be understood through the equation outlined
above—the risk is a function of the probability and intensity of the impact, as well as
the exposure and vulnerability of the forest to that particular type of stress. The following sections of this handbook outline some ways to decrease the risk posed by these
stressors through actions that reduce exposure and vulnerability.

The map below highlights the climate-related stressors that are the biggest concern
for forests in a given region of the continental U.S. Some impacts, such as warmer
temperatures, will be felt everywhere, but in most cases the predominant effects of
climate change vary from one region to the next.

Basemap Credit: NASA Earth Observatory map by Robert Simmon, based on multiple data sets
(http://www.whrc.org/mapping/nbcd/index.html) compiled and analyzed by the Woods Hole Research
Center. Data inputs include the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission, the National Land Cover Database
(based on Landsat) and the Forest Inventory and Analysis of the U.S. Forest Service. Caption by Michael
Carlowicz.
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Taking Action
Overview
Rather than warranting an entirely new way of doing business, climate change can
serve as a new lens through which we view forest management—it is simply the
context in which we work. A changing climate now belongs on the list of standard
considerations, along with timber markets, invasive species, pests, and others. The
goal is to manage or minimize the risks where possible and capitalize on opportunities
for increased forest growth and productivity. Simply carrying on with active, involved,
and observant management that changes as needed is the best way to respond. It is
important to stay informed—a good first step is paying attention to the latest scientific
research, which can help improve our understanding and avoid over- or underestimation of the risks.
When considering possible adaptation actions, we want to avoid overreacting and
making drastic changes based on uncertain projections. It is equally important to
avoid being caught off-guard by changing conditions or losing the opportunity to be
proactive and reduce risk. The recommendations in the following sections are aimed
at walking this line, with priority given to actions with a solid scientific underpinning or
those that address climate impacts that are known with greater certainty. There are
things you can do now (e.g., upgrade stream crossings, establish better monitoring,
stand improvement) and things you can do as part of longer-term planning (e.g., shifting the species mix or emphasizing different species, incorporating climate change
concerns into management plan updates, planning and preparing for changes in
hydrology).
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Table 1. Example actions for reducing risk in the realms of human health, long-term planning, infrastructure,
forest and wildlife management, monitoring, and research.
Example Actions

Climate Impacts
Addressed

HEALTH & PERSONAL SAFETY
Heat Stress

Require that field personnel pay close attention to their condition and
take necessary breaks.

Mosquito-Borne Disease

• Use insect repellents; DEET or other effective repellents (50% concentration is fully effective).
• Wear long-sleeved clothing.
• Remove standing water from the areas around your home.

Tick-borne Disease

• Treat pants inside and out with permethrin spray. Let it dry, then
wear. Permethrin is wash resistant and will last through 5 or 6
washes. Commercial bug proof clothing is treated with the same
chemical, just more of it.
• Tuck pants into socks.
• Wear light colors, so you can see ticks.
• Use DEET or other effective repellents (50% concentration is fully
effective).
• Check yourself thoroughly every day.
• Kill ticks in clothes by running them dry, through the dryer for 20
minutes.
• Discuss your activities with your doctor.

PLANNING
Management Planning

Include relevant climate projections and anticipated local impacts in
management plans.
Consider utilizing nested plans (regional, forest, operational) to address the implications of climate change at different spatial scales.

Allocation of Resources

Focus resources on areas likely to be resilient to changing conditions.

Dealing with Disturbance

Plan for extreme fire events to determine the necessary capacity of
fire management organizations and guard against the most serious
fire-related impacts.

A number of common practices can help land managers prepare for
fire risk, these include:
• Put all foresters and other field personnel through the state forestry department’s basic fire training school.
• Have the state forest service phone numbers and radio contact on
everyone’s cell phone.
• Equip everyone’s truck with Indian tanks and fire rakes.
• Know who has excavators/bulldozers, where they are, and how to
reach their owners.
• Identify water sources for pumping.
• Identify water sources for water bombers.
• Identify landing zones for helicopters.
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Example Actions

Climate Impacts
Addressed

PLANNING (CONT.)
The interface of housing and forestland presents an increasingly
dangerous situation—communicate with abutting home owners
about fire risk.
Carry out active fuels reduction via pre-commercial or commercial
thinning and prescribed fire to reducing fire potential (most effective
in fuel-limited ecosystems).
Consider a passive approach that allows the fire regime and dominant vegetation type to change and come into equilibrium with the
new climate (may be more cost-effective than fire suppression in
places with increasing aridity and fire frequency).
Put equipment on site if you know a big storm is coming. If you think
there will be significant damage and road blockage, putting machinery at key locations may be a good idea.
Insurance

Consider acquiring insurance against loss from wind, fire and possibly other threats.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Access & Road Systems

Design, build, and maintain a system of roads and trails that allows
reasonably rapid access to the woods to address an increased likelihood of disturbance that needs attention.
In regions where frozen ground is necessary for access to wetter
sites, design harvest plans with an eye toward flexibility (in terms of
timing or access routes) that can accommodate a growing inconsistency of frozen ground conditions.

Drainage & Stream
Crossings

Design and size stream crossings that perform well in a changing
climate by estimating current and future streamflow.

Use temporary structures, where feasible, to reduce flooding exposure and eliminate long-term maintenance and stream impacts.

Design new (or upgrade old) structures to address changing precipitation patterns and ecosystem function, which will minimize
structure failure and the need to rebuild prematurely.
Consider keeping a range of culvert sizes on-hand to help ensure cost
considerations are not a barrier to choosing the right size for the job.
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Example Actions

Climate Impacts
Addressed

FOREST MANAGEMENT
Thin to reduce the number of trees per acre to increase drought resistance and windfirmness, while decreasing the risk of establishment
and spread of pests and pathogens.
Stocking

Maintain fully-stocked stands to maximize carbon on site.
Avoid over-stocked conditions that put stands at risk of decline or
damage (and associated carbon loss).
Encourage a diversity of species to spread the risk (given uncertainty
about future conditions).
Plant species or species mixtures of genetic seed sources that are
well suited to anticipated future conditions.

Species Mix

Encourage natural regeneration of species expected to perform better
under future climate.

Review the results of different forest models to gain a big picture
sense for which species will perform better or worse under future
conditions and where the most suitable habitat may be in the future.
Consider plant functional traits such as shade, flood, and drought
tolerance; encourage establishment or increasing abundance of
those species (or groups of species) with the greatest tolerance to
anticipated climate stressors.
Promote a diversity of age classes to spread the risk, e.g. via use of
irregular shelterwood harvest.
Age Classes

Note: A diversity of age classes may be maintained across an ownership,
not just within a single stand (as in plantation forestry).
Maintain cohorts of older trees to increase carbon storage and
younger, faster growing trees to increase carbon sequestration rates.
Promote natural regeneration using clearcut, seed tree, and shelterwood methods.

Regeneration
When utilizing artificial regeneration, consider species and genetic
seed sources best-suited to future conditions (see above).
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Example Actions

Climate Impacts
Addressed

FOREST MANAGEMENT (CONT.)
Maintain a complex stand structure to maximize carbon storage and
sequestration on site.
Maintain height-diameter ratios between 40 and 70 to reduce risk of
wind damage in younger stands, following the chart below:

Stand Structure

In young stands, build windfirmness and resilience by removing suppressed or intermediate trees in the same age cohort as overstory
trees and maintaining high crown ratios (~50%).
In intermediate and multi-aged stands, build windfirmness and resilience by removing trees likely to fail due to poor form or poor health.

In older stands, keep some suppressed and intermediate trees under
chosen crop trees to prune the preferred tree and buffer against wind.

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT
Conserve a diversity of landscapes in terms of topography and soils.2

Heterogeneity

Increase heterogeneity.3
Aim for representation, resiliency, and redundancy—networks of
intact habitat that represent full range of species and ecosystems in
a given landscape.4

Refugia

Protect and represent refugial habitats.2, 3
Increase or enhance regional connectivity.2, 3

Connectivity

Increase amount and connectivity of wildlands.4
Establish habitat buffer zones and wildlife corridors5
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Example Actions

Climate Impacts
Addressed

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT (CONT.)
Sustain ecosystem process and function.2
Ecosystem Health
Reduce other, non-climatic stressors.6
Prioritize ‘future habitat.’3

Future Habitat

Increase management for species in areas where they are expected
to advance, e.g. northern range limits.4
Consider translocation of species to new areas and replanting disturbed areas with less climate-sensitive species.6

MONITORING
Monitor for emerging climate change indicators related to drought,
fire, forest health, forest insects and disease, regeneration, and tree
mortality.
Plan and monitor for shifts in the abundance and distribution of
pests, invasives, wildlife, and tree species.
Monitor regional trends via U.S. Forest Service Forest Inventory &
Analysis and remote sensing data.
RESEARCH

Support & Participate

Support on-going research at public agencies, universities, and
research cooperatives.
Conduct in-house research or participate in research partnerships.

Research Focus

Focus resources on research aimed at identifying genetic variation
within species that can be harnessed to increase growth potential
under future conditions, especially testing and analysis of genetic
adaptive variation related to key species.
Conduct and follow research that better constrains the impacts of
various climate-related stressors.
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Health & Personal Safety
Climate change has been recognized as a potential threat to human health by entities
from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change7 and the World Health Organization8 to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.9 Heat waves, droughts,
and other extreme weather events will have direct effects on health, while indirect
effects will come through climate-related changes in food security, disease transmission, and so on.
Increasing heat exposure can lead to ill health and heat-related mortality (especially
for vulnerable populations like the elderly), but it will also manifest in terms of decreased labor productivity, particularly for people who work outdoors doing manual
labor.7 In fact, it has even been estimated that increasing heat exposure may lead to
a 20% decrease in global GDP by the end of this century.10 These effects on performance and work capacity will not only be a problem in tropical areas, but will become
an increasing issue in many parts of the U.S. as well. Researchers use various heat
stress indices to evaluate the effect of changing temperature and humidity on worker
health; projections suggest that by the middle of this century, most places in the
continental U.S. will experience conditions of moderate heat stress during the hottest
month of the year, with large swaths of the southern U.S. experiencing very strong
heat stress by 2085.11
The most relevant health impacts for forestry will be felt through the effects of increasing heat and disease exposure for field personnel:

HEAT
Extreme heat, and associated dehydration, can impact field work. Just as plants experience heat stress, so do people. While most of the forests managed by Climate Smart
Land Network members are in the temperate zones, the effect of increased high heat
days will require that field personnel pay close attention to their condition and they
should expect some amount of decreased field productivity.

DISEASE
Changing climatic conditions have led to the expansion of diseases carried by both
ticks and mosquitoes. As the climate warms it is less limiting to numerous insects,
which can be vectors of disease, and the infectiousness and virulence of certain diseases can also increase.

Mosquito-borne Diseases
There are a number of these diseases present in the U.S. and transmitted by native
mosquitoes, such as eastern equine encephalitis (a.k.a. EEE; with a human mortality
rate of over 30%), several other encephalitis varieties, West Nile virus, dengue, and
chikungunya (very painful, but rarely fatal).
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There are no vaccines and treatments are very limited. The southern states have more
exposure to dengue and chikungunya. The encephalitis varieties and West Nile virus
are more widespread. These diseases are changing and will vary across the country.
Keeping current at websites like www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/outdoor/mosquitoborne/ is important.

Tick-borne Diseases
A number of tick-borne diseases now occur in various regions of the U.S., such as
Lyme disease, anaplasmosis, babesiosis, Powassan disease, ehrlichiosis, Rocky
Mountain spotted fever, Colorado tick fever, and others. A good information source
can be found at www.cdc.gov/lyme/resources/tickbornediseases.pdf.

Planning
Some climate-related changes are already having discernable impacts on forests
and forestry operations, such as increases in heavy precipitation, hotter drought, and
longer growing seasons (discussed in Handbook Parts 1 and 2). However, many of the
issues associated with climate change have a longer time horizon and involve gradual
changes that will play out over many decades. For this reason, it is particularly important to consider climate change as part of longer-term planning, perhaps more so than
as a day-to-day operational consideration.
»» Incorporate Climate Change into Management Plans
Forest management plans typically include discussion of any threats or concerns
particular to the property in question, such as problems with native pests, presence
of invasive species, or deer browse issues. It is also useful to include explicit discussion of the implications of climate change for the property, including identifying
the most likely climate projections for the area and the anticipated impacts (if any)
on forest health and harvest operations.
For more information on
this topic, see the following
Climate Smart Land
Network bulletins:
»» Wildfire in a Warming
World Part 2: Future
Outlook & Resources
»» Managing Forest
Stands to Minimize
Wind and Ice/Heavy
Snow Damage: Part
Two
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Landowners with large ownerships or many parcels may want to consider a nested
plan approach because different climate-related impacts are relevant at different
spatial scales. Such an approach involves creation of a regional plan, under which
individual forest and operational plans are nested. For example, discussion of
longer-term changes in forest composition may be addressed in a regional plan,
whereas discussion of the impacts of increasing heavy precipitation on stream
crossings may be most appropriate in an operations plan.
»» Focus Resources on Resilient Areas
Another strategy is to adjust which sites are considered marginal for growing trees
productively, based on climate and ecosystem projections like those outlined in
parts 1 and 2 of this handbook. This can and should influence the decision about
where to devote resources for stand improvement, access, planting, etc. For example, in regions projected to become drier, it may be prudent to focus resources
on sites with soil and topographic characteristics that generally retain moisture
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(i.e. focus on less drought-prone areas). Another example might be setting aside
bottomland forests as reserves, rather than active harvest areas, in places that are
likely to experience more and heavier precipitation.
»» Plan and Prepare for Disturbance
As discussed in Handbook Part 2, climate change is altering the frequency, extent,
and severity of many types of forest disturbance, so it is increasingly important to
plan and prepare for these disturbance events. In fact, this is also one of the key
adaptation strategies proposed by the U.S. Forest Service.12 Two types of disturbance requiring the most immediate management response include wildfire and
storm damage.
»» Consider Insurance
Get insurance against loss from wind, fire, and possibly other threats. It is possible
to obtain coverage from certain insurance companies with evaluation of the property based on location, a questionnaire, and assessment of the management plan.

Infrastructure
Some of the biggest climate-related management challenges (from an operational
and cost perspective) are related to impacts on forest infrastructure, such as damage
to roads and stream crossings from heavy precipitation, limited access due to unfrozen ground, and so on.

Access & Road Systems
Changing climate will bring stresses to the forest and that means that there will be
sections of the landscape that need attention. It may be as immediate as firefighting
or as extended as gradual tree health decline. Regardless of the triggering event, the
land manager will want to get machinery of some type on site. An existing machine
accessible trail and road system makes these responses easier.
Truck road systems are expensive to build and maintain. Most managed ownerships
have some system in various states of repair. The advice is to maintain the system at
a reasonable level to allow fairly quick access. This may include pulling culverts and
small bridges to protect water crossings from suffering major erosion should in-place
structures fail. Putting culverts and small bridges back in is less expensive than a full
rebuild.
Permanent skid trail systems are useful for ensuring easy access for firefighting,
salvage operations, or other management actions. However, few ownerships have
designed and constructed trail systems that are used repeatedly in subsequent harvests. This level of expense is seldom undertaken. Highly productive sites on accessible terrain are more likely to have such a system. Land managed with shorter (5-15
year) harvest or management entry cycles also tends to have stable access trails.
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Temporary vs. Permanent Crossings

Temporary Crossings have some general
advantages, including (1) limiting exposure to
flood events, (2) limiting unauthorized property
access, and (3) avoiding permanent stream
corridor alteration.
These were generally designed for a 10 year flow,
but with larger deluges becoming more common,
designing for 20 to 40 year flows often makes
sense.

Permanent Crossings merit detailed design due
to cost, greater potential for exposure to large
flood events, and potential for long-term stream
impacts. Use the USGS StreamStats Program
or other hydrologic calculations to improve
resiliency to large storm events, maximize stream
connectivity, and preserve habitat value.
Examples include matching the slope and
elevation of the stream, embedding culverts,
or using open bottom structures to maximize
connectivity, as well as building overflow sections
surfaced with cobble into roadbeds on either
side of the crossing to accommodate exceptional
flows.

Drainage & Stream Crossings

For more information on
this topic, see the following
Climate Smart Land Network
bulletins:
»» Stream Crossings and
Climate Change Part 1
»» Stream Crossings and
Climate Change Part 2

As the climate continues to warm, historic precipitation rates and frequencies will
become a less reliable predictor of future precipitation patterns (see Handbook Part 1)
and stream temperatures will increase. To minimize risk and costs in a changing environment, the design and construction of forest road stream crossings should consider
how to build resilient structures in anticipation of changing precipitation patterns, as
well as how to minimize fragmentation of streams for aquatic species that may need
to seek new cold water refuges.
A properly designed crossing (1) maintains connectivity for upstream and downstream movement of fish and other aquatic organisms, (2) maintains natural flow
regimes, and (3) supports the transport of organic and inorganic materials. Crossings
that match the slope of the stream, span the full width of the stream, and have natural
stream bed materials through the structure are likely to address these concerns. Inclusion of these design elements will often lead to selection of open-bottom structures,
such as pipe arches or bridges (as opposed to culverts), and result in a wider opening than would be selected based purely on hydrologic concerns. This has the added
benefit of accommodating larger flow events.

Forest Management
The risk posed by a changing climate varies, in part, as a function of the characteristics of the forest and the particular site (see section on Assessing Risk, above). This
includes species composition, stocking level, forest structure, age class distribution,
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and others. These factors determine to what degree a forest is exposed to a particular climate-related stress and how vulnerable it is to decline as a result. As a forester,
these forest- or stand-level characteristics can be altered to increase resilience or suitability to future conditions.

Stocking
The stocking (or the density of trees) in a stand affects competition for resources, air
flow, and fire risk, among other things. As a result, changing stocking levels will directly
influence the health and vigor of the trees, the degree of windfirmness, vulnerability to
establishment and spread of pests and diseases, drought resistance, fuel loads, and
more. Overstocked stands are particularly vulnerable to many climate-related stresses,
such as drought-induced dieback. Reducing density through various types of thinning
not only frees up growing space for desired residuals, but has a number of added benefits in terms of increasing resilience. For example, research has shown that thinning
can moderate drought impacts on growth, increase drought resistance, and improve
the speed of recovery after drought events.13, 14, 15, 16

Species Mix
The vulnerability of a forest to the adverse impacts of climate change is heavily influenced by the species composition; species have individualistic responses to shifting
climate (as discussed in Handbook Part 2) and some will be more susceptible to
declines in abundance and distribution, while others will benefit from the changes and
gain a competitive advantage. Some species are also more adaptable than others;
those that grow under a wide variety of conditions and have a higher tolerance for
disturbance will likely fare better as conditions change. Species composition is such
an important determinant of climate risk that it has been proposed as the basis for
evaluating overall risk at the stand level.17
NOTE: A useful assessment of adaptability for eastern U.S. tree species is the ModFacs
framework linked to the Climate Change Tree Atlas from the U.S. Forest Service Northern
Research Station (more information at www.fs.fed.us/nrs/atlas/models/#MODFACs).

Age Classes
The age class distribution in a forest stand affects the future trajectory and the degree
of vulnerability to certain types of stress. For example, older trees nearing the end of
their life span will be more susceptible to rot, insect attack, and blowdowns. On the
other hand, juveniles, as compared to adults, often have a much smaller range of conditions under which they can survive, making them susceptible to extremes. The age
class distribution also has important implications from a carbon accumulation and
storage perspective, where younger trees tend to sequester carbon faster, but older
and larger trees generally have greater carbon storage.
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Regeneration
The seedling and sapling stages can be vulnerable life stages in terms of susceptibly
to drought, browse damage, competition, and other factors, but regeneration also
offers a critical opportunity for adaptation. The individuals that survive will tend to
be those most well-suited to the current environmental conditions, in terms of their
physiology and genetic makeup, which is a natural selection process that will be
influenced by changing climate. The regeneration stage is also where epigenetics can
begin to play a role in shaping the character of a forest or stand; the environmental
stresses experienced by the parent plants can lead to altered gene expression in their
offspring that makes the next cohort better adapted to those stresses. In Part 2 of
this handbook, we noted the example of plants exposed to drought producing more
drought-tolerant seedlings. Encouraging natural regeneration helps accelerate the
natural adaptation processes already in play, while planting offers even greater control
in terms of selecting species, genotypes, or provenances that will be better-suited or
more resilient to future conditions.

Stand Structure
Forest structure (the variety and arrangement of trees in vertical and horizontal space)
influences habitat value, carbon stocking, and vulnerability to certain types of disturbance, such as wind and drought. For example, the presence of understory trees
can buffer wind and remove lower branches from desirable crop trees, while a stand
dominated by large trees (which have greater water demand) may be more vulnerable
to drought-induced dieback. A more complex forest structure with dominants, codominants, a midstory, and a robust understory can maximize use of growing space
and carbon storage potential on the site.

Wildlife Management
For more information on
this topic, see the following
Climate Smart Land
Network bulletins:
»» Climate Change and
Wildlife Part 1: Impacts
and Management
Considerations”

Climate change is expected to affect wildlife populations in a myriad of ways (as discussed in Handbook Part 2). It is now widely acknowledged that it should be a consideration when setting conservation and wildlife management priorities. It is important
to consider not only the continuous and direct impacts of climate change, such as
changes in temperature and precipitation patterns, but also the discrete impacts from
extreme events and the indirect effects from factors such as shifting agricultural
production.3 Promoting the resilience of wildlife populations will generally involve
protecting a diversity of habitats across the landscape, maintaining refugia, ensuring
connectivity, and sustaining ecosystem health.

Monitoring
One of the most important tools for reducing uncertainty and informing management
decisions is an effective forest monitoring system. Such a system can help detect
whether changes are happening as expected and identify early warning signs of forest
stress. This not only helps constrain projections, but also creates opportunities for
managers to be more proactive in addressing climate-related issues as they arise.
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“The prospect of heterogeneous local responses
to regional climate changes places a premium
on developing extensive monitoring systems capable of detecting when ecological systems are
approaching or passing tipping points.”20
Manomet’s Resiliency Assessment Framework (RAF) lays the groundwork for an enhanced forest monitoring system designed to improve the quality and length of the observational record for key variables related to forest, climate, disturbance, and operations. It provides a menu of simple, relevant, and cost-effective metrics for monitoring
forest response to climate change, which managers can implement and use to inform
their decision-making. This includes on-the-ground measurements, as well as the use
of near-surface and satellite remote sensing data. Find more information here: http://
climatesmartnetwork.org/climate-resources/resiliency-assessment-framework/
Monitoring and recording changing conditions on your forest through existing inventory processes or implementation of the RAF (or another similar system) will yield
information that is particularly valuable as we move into an uncertain future. There
are also many useful existing data sources from state and federal agencies, as well as
universities, which can help paint a fuller picture of changing conditions at a regional
level and augment information collected locally.

Dealing with Uncertainty
A major challenge of climate change adaptation is dealing with uncertainty about
future climate and ecosystem change (highlighted in the What We Know and What We
Don’t sections of Part 1 and Part 2). This is especially true when considering near-term
change at a regional or local level. Forestry has always required consideration of future conditions, from anticipating market demand and timber prices to insect threats
or new invasive species of concern. In the past, however, we could assume that (on
average) the climate would be generally the same throughout the life of an individual
tree from seedling establishment to harvest. We now understand that that assumption is not likely to hold, particularly in regions with a long rotation age. This may affect
our ability to achieve desired stand conditions in the future, by hindering our ability to
choose the species best-suited for a particular site, for example.
Understanding both the degree and the sources of uncertainty will be key to effective
decision-making. The goal should be to understand what is known and unknown, minimize uncertainty wherever possible, and choose the best strategy (based on individual
risk tolerance) for dealing with it. Keeping in mind that even when a hazard is not
absolutely certain it may still pose a risk—the primary reason we invest in insurance
coverage, for example.
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For more information on
this topic, see the following
Climate Smart Land
Network bulletins:
»» Certainty and
Uncertainty in Climate
Change and Forest
Response Part 1: The
Climate System
»» Certainty and
Uncertainty in Climate
Change and Forest
Response Part 2: The
Forest Response
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A SPECTRUM OF MANAGEMENT APPROACHES
Forest management decisions are influenced by our assumptions about how well we
can predict future conditions and our ability to “design” forests well-suited for those
conditions. In a big picture sense, management decisions fall along a spectrum from
deterministic to indeterministic. Where they fall depends on these assumptions, the
underlying management philosophy, and the level of scientific certainty.
A completely deterministic approach assumes we have reliable predictions of future
climate and an ability to organize our forests successfully through management. It
is based on the idea that most important aspects of forest management are wellunderstood for the rotation age of trees being purposefully grown. The aim is to
develop “forests of the future” where the species mix and stand structure are welladapted to future conditions.
By contrast, a purely indeterministic approach assumes future climate change is
highly uncertain and forests are constantly self-regulating, with an innate capacity to
adjust and withstand change. It is based on the idea that there are enough unknowns
that having some of everything is the best way to address change. The aim is to create a diverse forest (in terms of species, structure, age classes, etc.) that has a natural
capacity to buffer change.21

These strategies are not mutually exclusive, and managers will likely use some of
each. The deterministic approach has proven successful in the 10- to 15-year planning
horizon that is typically of greatest concern for foresters. It is often the best approach
for maximizing desired services in less complex systems or in instances when there
is a high degree of certainty about future conditions and the effectiveness of a particular management strategy. An indeterministic approach often has the advantage
if reality does not meet expectations—making it the most appropriate strategy when
there is a high degree of uncertainty.21 Ultimately, the ability and desire to implement
one approach or the other will depend on management objectives, risk tolerance, and
planning horizon.
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Table 2. Examples illustrating a deterministic versus indeterministic approach to species selection or forest
management at different spatial scales.

Examples21
…of species selection:

…within a forest:

…within a stand:

Deterministic

Choose specific species and varieties with lowest risk of growth
loss under future conditions

Rely on larger and independent
management units with a focus
on production of desired products & services

Use a preferentially simplified
structure focused on specific
services, such as timber quality
or growth rate

Indeterministic

Choose diversity of species and
varieties with different ecological
traits (pioneers, shade-tolerant,
specialists, and generalists)

Rely on smaller and interconnected management units
that allow for gene flow, species
exchange, and complex habitat
structures

Use aggregates, gaps, and smallscale patterns that allow for
self-regulation in case of diverse,
unpredictable disturbances

CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION VALUE OF FORESTS
This volume focuses on strategies for forest adaptation to climate change, but the role of forests
in climate change mitigation cannot be overstated. Of all the CO2 emitted globally each year, only
half actually remains in the atmosphere—the other half is taken up by the land and oceans. There
is some concern that these critical carbon “sinks” may eventually saturate, but so far their uptake
of carbon has remained steady22 and forests are the largest component of the land carbon sink.23
In the U.S., for example, forests sequester 15-20% of the CO2 produced annually by the burning of
fossil fuels. In this way, forests play an important role in climate regulation by sequestering and
storing CO2.
The Paris Climate Agreement identifies protection and expansion of forests, and enhanced forest
management as important components of meeting global efforts to limit warming to 2°C (<4°F).
In addition, many of the individual national commitments include forest protection, afforestation,
and enhanced forest management as components of meeting national climate change mitigation
goals.
As the climate warms, maintaining and enhancing the CO2 sequestration and storage role that
forests play will involve both minimizing mortality associated with changing forest stressors and
maximizing growth potential as forest structure and species composition changes. Additionally,
management practices that minimize erosion and exposure of the forest floor will limit carbon loss
from forest soils.
Reducing CO2 emissions from forestry operations can amplify the climate regulation benefits
provided by forests. Limiting idling time of forestry equipment, improving the efficiency of fleet
vehicles, and energy efficiency upgrades of offices and facilities pay a double benefit in cost
savings and reduced carbon footprint.
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A closer look at the forest floor.
Photo credit: Jennifer Hushaw

CARBON AS A NEW FOREST PRODUCT
A new forest product has been created—it is a
metric ton of CO2 equivalent. The amount stored in
an entire tree includes the carbon in the branches,
stump, and coarse roots (not the foliage).
There are numerous “development” firms that
put together registerable or saleable quantities
of these CO2 tons. These firms are just another
version of consulting foresters that assist landowners in identifying, quantifying, understanding,
managing, and selling a forest product. They are
paid for their work by receiving a percentage of
either the product itself or the sale amount. Typically, these firms do not buy the tons themselves,
instead they package and sell them for the landowner—just like sawlogs.
There are numerous versions of CO2 tons, defined
by the rigor and “permanency of sequestration” of
the registry system that approves them. There are
regulatory systems, such as California’s Cap-andTrade, where certain regulated industries have
their allowed emissions capped at a level below
their total output, so they must purchase carbon
sequestration credits to offset what they emit
above their cap. There are also voluntary markets,
where carbon credits can be purchased to offset
corporate or personal greenhouse gas emissions.
The price per ton for carbon credits in the regulatory market is greater than that for the voluntary
market.
Tradable CO2 from an existing forest is defined as
that which is above a “baseline” quantity that is established as the business-as-usual level of stocking. The current method of establishing a baseline
starts with the stocking amount published in the
U.S. Forest Service Forest Inventory and Analysis
(FIA) Program regional inventory tables. In the
simplest sense, you can get paid for wood above
this FIA amount.
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CARBON & FOREST MANAGEMENT
Managing your land for the accumulation of carbon means considering both carbon storage and
carbon sequestration rates over time. Fast growing, younger forests sequester carbon at a higher
rate, but older forests generally have greater
carbon storage. For example, forests in the Pacific
Northwest U.S. have large carbon stores, while
forests in the Southeast U.S. excel in terms of
sequestration. The total carbon in a forest stand is
a function of species composition, stocking, and
stand structure.
Any harvesting will reduce the total amount of carbon stored on site in live trees, but, as with most
things, the goal of carbon accumulation must be
weighed against many simultaneous (and sometimes competing) management goals. Generally
speaking, bigger trees, hardwoods (more so than
softwoods), maximum stocking, and longer rotations are best from a carbon perspective. However, the most important goal is to keep carbon
stored on site, so management that reduces stand
vulnerability to disease, blowdowns, and other
sources of decline is often worth some loss of livetree carbon in exchange for maintaining a healthy
and productive forest. After all, keeping forests as
forests is the best type of land use from a carbon
perspective.24, 25, 26
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